
Where positive identification 
meets safe, efficient patient care.

The Detector 
Protector™

Get the Ultimate Protection  
for Your Detector or Cassette
PDC Healthcare’s disposable Safe-D-Covers™  
provide a barrier between the patient and detector/
cassette, protecting your investment while increasing 
productivity, workflow, and efficiency.
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With the advances in radiology technology, X-ray equipment costs continue 
to increase. Now’s the time to protect your detector/cassette investment by 
using disposable Safe-D-Covers™ during EVERY mobile X-ray. Other covering 
methods may seem equivalent but they can actually increase the chance of 
artifacts in images and fluid penetration due to the inferior product design. 

There’s No 
Comparison
Safe-D-Covers™ #1 job is to 
protect your detector/cassette!

Why Choose PDC Healthcare’s  
Safe-D-Covers™?
When used with EVERY mobile X-ray,  
Safe-D-Covers™ will provide optimal  
protection for your detector/cassette.

Safe-D-Covers™:

 Provides a barrier between the patient and the detector/ 
 cassette, protecting the detector/cassette from fluids. 

	Ziplock closure lowers the risk of fluids coming in 
 contact with your detector/cassette.

	Disposable feature allows technicians to move quickly 
 from patient to patient, increasing productivity, 
 workflow, and efficiency. 

	Proven to be translucent in X-ray images.

	For over 20 years, technicians have trusted 
 Safe-D-Covers™ more than any other covering method.

Trash Bags:

	Majority are half the thickness of Safe-D-Covers™, 
 leaving your detector/cassette more susceptible to fluids.

	Does not offer sealable closure, allowing potential liquids 
 to come in contact with your detector/cassette.

	Often too large, leaving the technicians with extra 
 material to tuck or push under the patient.

	Material is not manufactured or tested to be translucent 
 in images, leading to potential retakes.

Disposable & Reusable Pillowcases:

	Porous material and no sealable closure allows potential 
 liquids to come in contact with your detector/cassette.

	Material is not manufactured or tested to be translucent 
 in images, leading to potential retakes.

	Reusable pillowcases require laundry, which increases 
 costs and has been identified as one of the 6 areas of 
 concern related to the spread of infection.
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Choose from the largest selection of covers to fit your detector/cassette.  
If you have any questions, please call PDC Healthcare’s customer service & 
support team at 800.435.4242. We’ll ensure you get the right cover for your 
detector/cassette.

Safe-D-Covers™ with Ziplock Closures 
 Offers the most protection.
 The only truly sealable cover virtually eliminates the 
 chance of fluids coming in contact with your detector 
 or cassette. 
 Extra thick Safe-D-Cover™ is double the thickness,  
 providing the most durability.

Safe-D-Covers™ with Overlock Closures 
 Provides a secure cover with a “sandwich” style closure.  
 Easy-slide Safe-D-Covers™ provide a slippery 
 surface that slides easily under the patient.

Economic Safe-D-Covers™ 
 Produced in easy-slide material to provide a slippery surface that slides easily under  
 the patient. 
 Safe-D-Covers™ with hanging holes are to be used with PDC’s self-adhesive wall  
 mount with hooks.
 Safe-D-Covers™ on a roll are to be used with our counter top dispenser and are 
 perforated for effortless removal.

*Free dispenser with your first order.

Accommodates  
Detector/Cassette

Original
Safe-D-Cover™

Extra thick
Safe-D-Cover™

10" x 12" or 25cm x 30cm DCC-13Z

14" x 17" or 35cm x 43cm DCC-14Z DCCX18Z

20" x 20" or 51cm x 51cm DCC-21Z

Carestream DRX Detector DCC-19Z

Accommodates  
Detector/Cassette

Original
Safe-D-Cover™

Easy-slide
Safe-D-Cover™

8" x 10" or 20cm x 25cm DCC-8

10" x 12" or 25cm x 30cm DCC-10

14" x 17" or 35cm x 43cm DCC-14 DCC-P14

18" x 24" or 46cm x 61cm DCC-HP18

24" x 24" or 61cm x 61cm DCC2424

24" x 36" or 61cm x 91cm DCC-24

Accommodates  
Detector/Cassette

Safe-D-Covers™ with 
Hanging Holes

Safe-D-Covers™ on Roll Safe-D-Covers™ in 
Self-Dispensing Box

14" x 17" or 35cm x 43cm DCCHL19 DCCRL18 DCCNC18

DR Receptor Plate DCCHL26 DCCRL23 DCCNC23

Dispenser CVRMNT1* CVRDSP1*

“The use of disposable and 
impervious cassette covers 
would avoid direct contact 
between patient and cassette...
In addition, an effective method 
for cassette cleaning and 
decontamination is essential to 
ensure that cross infection is 
kept to a minimum.”
-Fox M, Harvey J.

An Investigation of infection 
control for x-ray cassettes in a 
diagnostic imaging department. 
2007
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North America & Latin America
U.S. Headquarters
27770 N. Entertainment Drive, Suite 200
Valencia, CA 91355
Tel: 800.435.4242 | Fax: 800.321.4409
Email: info@pdchealthcare.com
www.pdchealthcare.com

Europe, Middle East & Africa
European Headquarters
Rue de l’Industrie, 17
1400 Nivelles, Belgium
Tel: +32 67 89 56 56 | Fax: +32 67 21 77 70

Asia Pacific
Tel: 818.897.1111 | Fax: 818.686.9317
Email: asia@pdchealthcare.com

Contact PDC Today to 
Order Your Detector/
Cassette Safe-D-Covers™  

  800.435.4242

  info@pdchealthcare.com

www.pdchealthcare.com
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